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Elevator bucket bolts in accordance to DIN 15237 

are available in M7, M8, M10, and M12, zinc pla-

ted or in stainless steel (A2/A4). 

Small head bucket bolts are available in M6, M7, 

and M8, zinc plated or in stainless steel.

Bucket bolts in accordance to DIN 15237 (in mm)

Bolt-Ø Length Head-Ø

M 7 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 24

M 8 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 - 50 - 60 - 70 28 

M 10 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 - 50 - 55 - 60 - 70 35 

M 12 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 - 45 - 50 - 55 - 60 - 65 - 70  42

Small head bucket bolts (in mm)

BoltØ Length Head-Ø

M 6 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 18 

M 7 15 - 17 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 21 

M 8 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 24 

Besides, both versions are standard available in material 4.6, with standard nuts, (nyloc) locknuts, flat 

or domed washers. Material 6.8 and 8.8 are also available on your request. Special version like Allen 

key, “Fang” or “Norway” bolts are also available.

DIN 15237 bucket bolts

Pulleys and bolts

VAV supplies both closed and open pulleys, according to your specifications. Made from cast iron 

or steel. These pulleys are shaped in accordance with DIN 111, for better alignment of your elevator 

belt. In addition, the pulleys can also be provided with a diamond-shaped rubber lagging, for a better 

adhesion of the elevator belt.

VAV pulley (open)VAV pulley (closed)

Belt pulley

Small head bucket bolts

Bucket bolt according to DIN 15237

Complete with domed washer and nut.


